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SPIN-OFF DOCTORS

Why didn’t EriTV report about “the assassination attempt on General Sebhat
Ephrem, Minister of Energy and Mining of Eritrea?” Were is the evidence of “the
shooting on the Minister”? Were is the blood? Were is the patient?
If there is no official news, no evidence, no blood or no patient, then everything
amounts to smoke and mirrors. This is a covert operation played by the veteran
spin-off doctor Isayas Afewerki in order to fool and spook the Eritrean public.
December 20, 2018
Isayas pulled a giant media spin-off through his fabrication machinery 03 and
his spies who lurk on the Facebook. The spin-off portrays a painting of a hoax
on the imaginary wall, “An assassination attempt on General Sebhat Ephrem”.
December 21
VOA Tigrigna Language Service reported the following news: “ጀነራል ስብሓት
ኤፍረም ናብ ገዝኡ እናኸደ ኸሎ ብሰብ ከምዝተሃርመ እሙናት ምንጭታት
ይገልጹ’ለዉ” “General Sebhat Ephrem was shot by a person while he was
going to his home, according reliable news”.
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December 23
Estifanos Afeworki, Ambassador of the State of Eritrea to Japan tweeted, “I
wish Sibhat a quick recovery and condemn this shameful action of cowardice.”
December 23
Tv Sened Eritra, 23 Dec 2018 Interview Mr. Mesfin Hagos Part I
This is the first question in the interview.
Antonio Tesfai: “In the first place I would like to ask one question to Ato
Mesfun Hagos. Recently in our nation, news is scattering regarding the
existence of danger . . . . . There is information that a danger has been carried
out on Ato Sebhat Ephrem . . . . . What’s your input regarding this event?”
Mesfin Hagos: “I don’t have solid information . . . . . Basically, the only known
information is an assassination attempt has been carried out on General
Sebhat . . . . . however the assassination attempt didn’t prevail . . . .”
03 and Hagerawi Dhnet spies on the Facebook . . . VOA Tigrigna programmers . .
. . Ambassador to Japan, Estifanos Afeworki . . . Mr. Mesfin Hagos as well other
pro-PFDJ Youtubers have been geared up in unison in the spin-off.
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PAST SPIN-OFFS
Dear Eritreans, for decades, the notorious spin-off doctor Isayas has been pulling
several spin-offs.
FEBRUARY 1982, “1ST COMMANDO SPIN-OFF”
Isayas kicked the 1st spin-off by claiming, “EPLF commandos destroyed 12
Ethiopian aircrafts inside Asmara international airport”. He created a modest
drama out of it. We believed the story as true.
MAY 1984, “2ND COMMANDO SPIN-OFF”
The spin-off doctor kicked advanced version, “33 Ethiopian jet fighters destroyed
by EPLF Commandos in 18 Minutes inside Asmara international airport”. In this
version, the doc created biggest drama out of it. With the EPLF comedian Habte
Gheresus Shawl, a spectacular drama “Commando, Commando . . . Derm Endo”
was created to enhance the false feed. We were “Commandoized” by the feed.
JANUARY 1986, “3RD COMMANDO SPIN-OFF”
In January 1986, the doc kicked 3rd spin-off, “40 Ethiopian jet fighters destroyed
by Commandos”. We frenzied on this, third Commandoized feed. Not enough yet!
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JUNE 1998, “PILOT SPIN-OFF”

The doc kicked yet another
special spin-off, “Ethiopian
MIG-23 was shot down by
anti-aircraft units of Eritrean
Defence Force while the MIG
was
bombing
Asmara
international airport and its
pilot Shaleqa Bezabh Petros
was captured after he
parachuted to the ground
from his downed jet fighter.
Shaleqa
Bezabh
was
captured for the second
time in Eritrea.”
Mindful, the spin-off doctor
prescribed the finest drama
for the “capture of Shaleqa”.

Isayas’s master spy inside Ethiopian Air force, Shaleqa Bezabh Petros.
Anti-aircraft units of EDF never shot him down.
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The doc ordered special tour of “the twice captured Shaleqa” on the streets of
Asmara as a bravado of EDF.
SPY INSIDE ETHIOPIAN AIR FORCE
Indeed Shaleqa Bezabh Petros was Isayas’s master spy inside Ethiopian Air force
community. He was never captured twice on the ground of Eritrea.
On June 6, 1998, Shaleqa took off his MIG-18 with serial number #1083 from
Mekelle international airport and secretly landed his MIG-18 on the runway of
Asmara international airport. Shaleqa’s real jet fighter was MIG-18 not MIG-23 as
the spin-off papers acknowledged.
A grand drama followed as if Shaleqa was shot down from the air by EDF. We
absolutely believed “the capture” as genuine. Perhaps, we honked, we cheered,
we hoorayed, we jumped, we shouted, we raised our arms when the red Japanese
sedan Datsun appeared on our streets with “the twice captured Shaleqa” on the
back seat during the fascinating tour on the streets of Asmara. This proves how
great spin-off doctor is Isayas. He is next to none.
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ASSASSINATION ATTEMPT ON THE GENERAL
“Assassination attempt on General Sebhat Ephrem” is a hot spin-off let ripped by
the conducting hands of the maestro Isayas Afewerki. Before signing out I am
kindly asking 03 to prove that I am completely wrong. Guys, please make it your
day.
Year 2018 would be remembered as THE GREATEST SPIN-OFF YEAR in our
history. Happy New Year. Please celebrate warmly the spin-off.
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